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AC Coupling
In systems where a batteryless grid-dependent (GD) inverter was previously installed, the SkyBox can be added to "couple" 
battery backup to the grid-tied AC system.  It is also possible to add an AC-coupled GD inverter to an existing SkyBox system, 
or even add direct PV input to a SkyBox that is already AC-coupled to a GD inverter.

Utility grid power is passed through the SkyBox transfer circuit (from GRID to LOAD terminals) to activate the GD inverter.  
When the GD inverter operates, it sends PV-generated power to the protected loads.  If not all power is consumed by the 
loads, the rest is sent to the SkyBox LOAD terminals and is then sold back to the grid.  

If grid power is removed, the GD inverter remains connected to the SkyBox's own inverted output and will continue sending 
power to the protected loads.  Any excess power is sent to the SkyBox LOAD terminals and is then used to charge the batteries. 
The SkyBox performs a normal three-stage charge.

o If excess power is still available, the SkyBox will reduce the power drawn from the GD inverter.

o If no loads are available and the battery charge is complete, the SkyBox will force the GD inverter to disconnect.

o The AC coupling function does not need to be enabled.  It operates automatically whenever the conditions are acceptable.
Information on normal SkyBox settings is available in the SkyBox Programming Guide.  See www.outbackpower.com or
the QR code in Contact Information.

o The battery connection is not bonded to ground.  Make sure to establish a negative-ground bond for each battery system.
The SkyBox AC profiles (including Non-Export and Maximum Independence) control the SkyBox’s PV input as well as
the battery input and output.  Although it can reduce the power used from the GD inverter while off-grid, the SkyBox
does not control the GD inverter’s PV production while grid-connected.

o AC coupling is integrated with OPTICS RE.  OPTICS RE displays the total protected loads in the house, including the
production of the GD inverter.  However, the GD inverter production is not displayed separately.  The SkyBox measures
the net sum of critical loads plus the energy produced by the grid-dependent inverter.

o In systems equipped with a backup generator, the SkyBox protects the GD inverter from the possibility of generator
backfeed without the need for external hardware.  The two systems are isolated from each other with the GRID and GEN
transfer relays, which cannot close at the same time.  Normally the automatic start function operates only when the GD
inverter is inactive; the generator is started only when the battery is low or loads are high.

Compatibility
o The SkyBox supports GD inverters up to 7.6 kW, provided the GD inverter is UL1741SA-listed and programmed for

HECO Rule 14 or CA Rule 21 with export ramping.

o The SkyBox supports GD inverters up to 5 kW if not programmed for HECO Rule 14 or CA Rule 21.

o When grid-connected, the SkyBox follows the grid voltage and frequency.  The GD inverter takes the same power
through the SkyBox's transfer circuit, meaning it is still fully compliant to UL1741SA or any other requirement.

o AC coupling may be used in conjunction with the Time of Use function.

Restrictions
o The GD inverter must be connected on the SkyBox LOAD terminals.  This function will not work if it is connected to either

of the other sets of AC terminals (GRID or GEN).

o This application is for a single SkyBox.  Stacked SkyBoxes cannot perform AC coupling at this time.

True Hybrid Energy System
About OutBack Power
OutBack Power is a leader in advanced energy conversion technology.  OutBack products include true sine wave 
inverter/chargers, maximum power point tracking charge controllers, and system communication components, as well 
as circuit breakers, batteries, accessories, and assembled systems.

Contact Information
Address 17825 – 59th Avenue N.E.

Suite B
Arlington, WA 98223 USA

Website:  www.outbackpower.com

Disclaimer
UNLESS SPECIFICALLY AGREED TO IN WRITING, OUTBACK POWER:

(a) MAKES NO WARRANTY AS TO THE ACCURACY, SUFFICIENCY OR SUITABILITY OF ANY TECHNICAL OR
OTHER INFORMATION PROVIDED IN ITS MANUALS OR OTHER DOCUMENTATION.

(b) ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE, WHETHER DIRECT, INDIRECT,
CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL, WHICH MIGHT ARISE OUT OF THE USE OF SUCH INFORMATION.
THE USE OF ANY SUCH INFORMATION WILL BE ENTIRELY AT THE USER’S RISK.

OutBack Power cannot be responsible for system failure, damages, or injury resulting from improper installation of 
their products.  Information included in this manual is subject to change without notice.

Notice of Copyright
SkyBox AC Coupling Planning Guide ©2020 by OutBack Power.  All Rights Reserved.

Trademarks
OutBack Power and the OutBack Power logo are trademarks owned and used by OutBack Power, an EnerSys 
company.  These trademarks may be registered in the United States and other countries.
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Wiring 

:  Connect ground wires for battery, AC, and any additional equipment.  

:  Connect to SkyBox negative (–)       , then connect to battery negative (–).

:  Connect all AC neutral wires.  

:  Connect SkyBox ground wire to         in BOS.

:  Ensure the rapid shutdown jumper is installed into AUX terminals 4 and 12 in        .

:  Connect the AFCI cable assembly to SkyBox socket        .

 and        : Connect to the matching sockets in the wiring compartment.

:  Connect to battery positive (+).  

:  Connect to SkyBox positive (+)       . 

and        :  Connect to load subpanel L1 and L2 respectively. 

and        :  Connect to utility grid L1 and L2 respectively.

: If current transducers (CT) are in use, they are usually installed at the
main AC panel.  Route the CT wires through channel        and install into 
the appropriate AUX terminals.  (White wires use terminals 10 and 11; 
black wires use terminals 2 and 3.)  See the diagram on the right side 
of this page.

NOTE:  A CT is labeled as oriented toward the “source”.  The source is 
defined as the SkyBox, NOT the utility grid.  (A separate labeled arrow 
shows the direction of the utility grid.)  Orient each CT accordingly for 
correct current readings.

:  Connect internet or router cable to WALL port . Route through 
channel           .  

NOTE:  Do not connect this cable to the other ports on the display. 

:  For batteries with a separate battery management system (BMS): 
The BMS (CAN bus) adapter cable converts the RJ45 cable end 
to RJ11.  It connects to the BAT MON port        .  Do not insert the 
RTS or any other RJ11 cable into the BAT MON port.

:  If a BMS is not present:  Connect the remote temperature sensor 
(RTS).  Place the sensor on the battery sidewall, as close to the 
center of the bank as possible.
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  NOTES
 Make connections in the order indicated.  If steps or connections are not applicable, they can be skipped.
 Tighten the applicable connections to the torque values specified in the SkyBox Quick Start Guide.
 Do not connect the PV positive (+) or negative (–) conductors to ground.
 Perform all wiring in accordance with Article 690 of the National Electric Code.
 Items          through          and          through         , as well as    and         , are for elements of the 

SkyBox system not covered by this document.  These items include direct connection to PV, an external 
rapid shutdown device, and the use of a generator.  More information on these items and other wiring is 
available in the SkyBox Quick Start Guide.  See www.outbackpower.com or the QR code above.

 Isolate all protected loads on a separate AC subpanel.  Route the GD inverter to a separate circuit on
this panel.
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Connections for current transducers on L1 and L2 
AC inputs.  (Only L1 is shown in the image to the left.)  
10 and 11 are for hot (white) wires; 2 and 3 are 
ground (black).  See the SkyBox Programming Guide. 

Rapid shutdown inputs (4 and 12).  
These terminals must be bridged by 
a jumper or similar conductor.  The 
SkyBox will shut down with an error 
unless it senses conductivity across 
these terminals.  See instructions on 
the left side of this page.

Terminals 5 and 13 are unused 
in this application.

Auxiliary (AUX) dry contacts (7 and 15) or 12-volt 
contacts (8 and 16, up to 0.6 Adc) can serve as a 
switch for Advanced Generator Start.  (See the 
SkyBox Programming Guide.)     

Unused   1
 XCT L2 GND   2
XCT L1 GND   3
 RSD INPUT 1   4

RSD OUTPUT 1   5
Unused   6

AUX RELAY 1   7
AUX 12V GND   8

9     Unused
10   XCT L2 HIGH
11   XCT L1 HIGH
12   RSD INPUT 2
13   RSD OUTPUT 2
14   Unused
15   AUX RELAY 2 
16   AUX 12V 

NOTES: 
 To install a wire, simply push it firmly

into the appropriate hole.  
 To remove a wire, push on the release

next to it (the orange area) with a tool.
 Wire may be installed more easily by

pushing on the release with a tool while 
inserting the wire.

 The entire terminal block can be unplugged
from the SkyBox to make this task easier.

Hole Release

  IMPORTANT 
 The SkyBox will not function unless the jumper is installed on the AUX terminals.

The screen will show a Rapid Shutdown fault if not installed.
 The SkyBox will not Invert or otherwise interact with the batteries unless the

AFCI cable is connected.  This must be done even if the surrounding PV 
connections are not used.  The screen will indicate an arc fault if not installed. 
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